The EAMC2 is held in beautiful Himeji, the first World Heritage in Japan is located!!

**VENUE and HOTELS**

The Himeji Chamber of Commerce and Industry (HCCI) is dedicated for the promotion of local industries and has a lot of activities of meetings and exhibitions. It is located in the city center close to Himeji Castle and at 0.8 km east of Himeji JR station which takes less than 20 min by walk or 5 min by Bus. There are many luxurious hotels, “Ryokans” (Japanese style) and less-expensive B&Bs for students. Most of them are located within a walking distance from HCCI.

**REGISTRATION FEE**

*40,000JPY for regular participants  (include reception, conference dinner, tour and program package)
*14,000JPY for students  (not include conference dinner and the tour)
*The registration fee does not cover accommodation
*EAMC2 will give financial supports for about 10 young scientists (below 35 years old).

**IMPORTANT DATES**

Opening of web-announcement: November, 2014
Cut-off date of pre-registration: July 31, 2015
Abstract due: September 15, 2015
Author notification of acceptance: October 1, 2015

For further information, please e-mail, call or fax to secretariat of EAMC2

---

**EAMC2**

"New Microscopy from East-Asia"

---Contribution to Future Science---

November 24 (Tue) - 27 (Fri), 2015

at

The Himeji Chamber of Commerce and Industry (HCCI),

Himeji, Hyogo, JAPAN

http://www.eamc2.org/
Dear Colleagues:

On behalf of the organizing committee of the 2nd East-Asia Microscopy Conference (EAMC2), we are pleased to invite you to the conference that will be held from November 24 to 27, 2015, in beautiful Himeji, Hyogo, Japan.

The EAMC, held every two years under the auspices of the Committee of Asia-Pacific Societies for Microscopy (CAPSM), has been providing an international forum on up-to-date microscopy for the solution of materials science and biological problems. The Japanese Society of Microscopy (JSM) is very pleased to host the EAMC2.

Japan is situated as a hub in East-Asia with easy access from all countries and areas from which the participants are coming. Himeji is a delightfully cosmopolitan city with the first world heritage of “Himeji Castle”, difficult to match anywhere else in the world. The Himeji Chamber of Commerce and Industry (HCCI), the congress venue is a modern convention center offering an ideal range of facilities for the EAMC2. We heartily extend our invitation to you and hope that you will decide to attend the EAMC2 in 2015.

Shinichi Ohno
(President of Japanese Society of Microscopy)

Kazuo Furuya
(Chair of EAMC2)

Yoshinobu Mineyuki & Kee Sam Shin
(Co-chairs of EAMC2)

ASPECTS OF THE CONGRESS

The EAMC2 will offer three days of plenary lectures, topical interest symposia and poster presentations. Plenary lectures by acknowledged world leaders in microscopy will be presented on the major topics in microscopy. The detail will be announced in the following Web-page.

http://www.eamc2.org/

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM (tentative)

The tentative scientific program based on the previous meeting of EAMC1 is as follows:

A: Instrumentation of microscopy

B1: Materials I (Methodology/Technique for Microscopy)

B11: Advanced techniques for nano-materials
B12: In-situ microscopy
B13: Surface microscopy
B14: High-throughput microscopy/ advanced sample preparation techniques

B2: Materials II (Characterization of Materials)

B21: New trend in nano-materials
B22: Structural materials for next decades
B23: Functional materials for human life
B24: Engineering soft materials

C: Life Science

C1: Advanced techniques for biological imaging
C2: Recent development in animal science
C3: New aspects of plant science
C4: Transport and dynamics in biological system

about Himeji

Himeji City has flourished as the center of the Harima region since ancient times, and is symbolized by the world heritage site of Himeji Castle, which reflects the city's culture, history and charm. More recently, the city has developed as a hub for modern industry and commerce. The city contains several distinct regions, each with their own mix of cultural assets, colorful festivals, traditional arts and crafts, and locally produced products. We invite you to come and enjoy the castle and festivals for yourself, and understand the true charm of Himeji.

ACCESS to Himeji

* From Tokyo: 3 h 10 min by Shinkansen (NOZOMI)
* From Shin-Osaka: 57 min by Shinkansen (Rail Star)
* From Fukuoka: 2 h 15 min by Shinkansen (Rail Star)